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Abstract: In production, quality monitoring is essential to

detect defective elements. State-of-the-art approaches are

single-sensor systems (SSS) and multi-sensor systems (MSS).

Yet, these approaches might not be suitable: Nowadays, one

component may comprise several hundred meters of the

weld seam, necessitating high-speed welding to produce

enough components. To detect as many defects as possible

in time, fast yet precise monitoring is required. However,

information captured by SSS might not be sufficient and

MSS suffer from long inference times. Therefore, we present

a confidence-based cascaded system (CS). The key idea of

the CS is that not all data are analyzed to obtain the quality

weld, but only selected ones. As evidenced by our results, all

CS outperform SSS in terms of accuracy and inference time.

Further, compared to MSS, the CS has hardware advantages.

Keywords: two-stage quality monitoring; cascaded system;

single- and multi-sensor system; decision trees; neural net-

works; intelligent process monitoring

Zusammenfassung: Qualitätsüberwachung ist in der

Produktion unerlässlich, um fehlerhafte Elemente zu

erkennen. Zum Stand der Technik gehören Single-Sensor-

Systeme (SSS) und Multi-Sensor-Systeme (MSS). Diese

Ansätze sind jedoch möglicherweise nicht geeignet: Heutzu-

tage kann ein Bauteil mehrere hundert Schweißnaht-Meter
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umfassen, weshalb hohe Schweißgeschwindigkeiten

erforderlich sind, um genügend Bauteile zu produzieren.

Um möglichst viele Fehler rechtzeitig zu erkennen,

ist eine schnelle und dennoch präzise überwachung

erforderlich. Die von SSS erfassten Informationen sind

möglicherweise nicht ausreichend und MSS leiden

unter langen Inferenzzeiten. Daher stellen wir ein

vertrauensbasiertes kaskadiertes System (CS) vor. Der

Grundgedanke des CS ist, dass nicht alle Daten analysiert

werden, um die Schweißnahtqualität zu erhalten, sondern

nur ausgewählte Daten. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass

alle CS das SSS in Bezug auf Genauigkeit und Inferenzzeit

übertreffen. Außerdem hat das CS im Vergleich zum MSS

Hardware-Vorteile.

Schlagwörter: zweistufige Qualitätsüberwachung; kaska-

diertes System; Single- und Multi-Sensor-System; Entschei-

dungsbäume; neuronale Netze; intelligente

Prozessüberwachung

1 Introduction

Laser welding is used in automotive [1, 2], aerospace [3],

or shipbuilding [4] industries and is considered a key pro-

duction technology [5–7]. Its ability for precise and fast

welding is advantageous compared to other joining tech-

niques. During a laser welding process, material is melted,

vaporized and solidified. Unfortunately, this process often

is challenging [8] and, hence, welding defects like false

friend [9], humping [10], undercut [11] or dropout occur.

Especially in the electric drive train, some components

consist of several hundred laser-welded elements, and one

welding defect can lead to the failure of the entire compo-

nent. To quickly detect defective elements, quality monitor-

ing is desired in industrial processes.

Two main sensors to evaluate the weld quality are pho-

todiodes (PD) [12–15] and spectrometers [16, 17] because of

their simple structure. Other sensors are ultraviolet sensors
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[18], X-ray sensors [19, 20], microscopy, microphones [19],

optical coherence tomography [21], and high-speed

cameras (HSC) [22–25]. Accordingly, compared to typical

quality monitoring in resistance or ultrasonic welding [26,

27], data from more sensors exist.

The signals acquired by the different sensors

are analyzed with processing algorithms. Thereby,

data-driven process monitoring has been implemented by

applying machine learning methods like support vector

machines [28–30], decision trees (DT) [31], random forest

algorithms [32, 33], or Bayes classifiers [34]. Recently, deep

learning has achieved success in image recognition and

classification [35] and thus has been applied to weld defect

inspection [25, 36, 37].

Some researchers use a single sensor type, or sin-

gle sensor system (SSS), to study a mechanism of the

welding process. In [13], the optical intensity captured

by a PD when welding defects occur is analyzed. In

[25], the results of quality assessment of HSC or optical

coherence tomography data with neural networks (NN)

like Inception-v3 [38] are presented. Moreover, different

convolutional neural networks (CNN) like AlexNet [35],

VGG-16 [39], or MobileNetV3-Large [40] are used for the

automated optical inspection of a laser welding process [36].

However, information captured by one sensor is not

sufficient for holistic quality assessment [41]. A combina-

tion of multiple sensor types, on the other hand, provides

a more comprehensive description of the welding process

[19]. Consequently, multi-sensor systems (MSS) use different

sensors [19, 29, 30, 33, 37, 42]. For example, during high-

power disc laser welding, a PD, a spectrometer, and an ultra-

violet sensor can be used to detect different weld defects

[43].

A quality monitoring system whose inference time is

not longer than its cyclic time is desired because the pro-

duction process is not slowed down. Yet, because of long

inference times, complex MSS and processing algorithms

can result in quality monitoring approaches that are not

profitable in production. In other domains, similar prob-

lems were solved by two-stage classifiers, like for solder

joint inspection [34, 44], surface-mounted devices inspec-

tion [45], or ball bonding [46].

The present paper extends our conference paper [47],

which presented a cascaded system (CS) with the aim of fast

but still precise quality monitoring. The CS follows a two-

stage structure: The first level of inspection analyzes simple

data like time series, with the advantage of a high clock

rate and low memory requirements. This stage already

safely classifies some welds; in areas of uncertainty, how-

ever, the next more complex stage, which may use image

data, takes over to make a final decision. The extensions

include:

– usage of deep NN architectures like CNN or a multilayer

perceptron (MLP) for PD time series in the first stage of

the CS and Inception-v3 [38] or ResNet50 [48] for HSC

images in the second stage,

– usage of classical machine learning algorithms includ-

ing feature engineering and DT with the advantage of

more interpretable results,

– comparison of 16 NN-based CS and 4 DT-based CS, so in

total 20 different CS as well as their corresponding SSS

and MSS, and

– Pareto optimization with respect to the accuracy and

the inference time for quality monitoring approach

design at given conditions.

2 Data set

The data were acquired in the laboratory. Photodiode (PD)

signals and synchronous high-speed camera (HSC) images

were captured during the welding of thin metal plates. Sub-

sequently, the data were preprocessed so that they can be

used by the quality monitoring approaches described in

Section 3.

2.1 Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. Thereby, a laser

beam generated in the laser was directed onto two thin

metal plates by a 2D galvanometer scanner using two mir-

rors. As a laser, an IPG YLR-1000-WC-Y14 fiber laser with

an infrared wavelength of 1070 nm at a power of 250 W

was used. As a scanner, a Scanlab intelliWELD PR, which

focused the beam to a diameter of 45 μm on the workpiece

surface, was used. Two measurement systems observed the

Laser

Scanner

Laser beam

Metal plates

PD HSC

75 µm
80mm

40
m
m

Figure 1: Experimental setup of the laser welding process of two thin

metal plates. Two measurement systems were used: a photodiode (PD)

and a high-speed camera (HSC).
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laser welding process coaxially and in-process: Firstly, a

PD (FEMTO LCA-S-400K) measured light with a wavelength

of 300–950 nm in the area of the weld pool. Accordingly,

at each sampling time, the voltage of the PD amplifier

was recorded. Secondly, HSC (Optronics Cyclone-1HS-3500)

images were recorded.

2.2 Experiments

As shown in Figure 1, two identical metal plates with a

length of 80 mm, a width of 40 mm and a thickness of 75 μm

were welded together in an overlap joint. The plates were

clamped and full penetration welded in a rectangular geom-

etry. After welding, the two plates should be joined along the

rectangular path. The welding process for one metal plate

pair took 338 ms. In total, 59 pairs were welded. Thereby, 9

were welded under reference conditions, whereas anoma-

lies like spatters or gaps were inserted in 50.

Figure 2 shows the data and the sampling rates of the

two observing sensors. Thereby, the axis indicates the time

in μs. Above the axis, the PD time series is plotted. The PD

had a sampling rate of 250 kHz, so every 4 μs one sample

was recorded. Below the time axis, the HSC images are

shown. The HSC had a sampling rate of 20 kHz, resulting in

one image every 50 μs. The higher sampling rate of the PD

allows the detection of shorter anomalies. Moreover, faster

processing is possible because of the smaller amount of

raw data compared to the HSC images. However, the HSC

images provide information that is not in the PD signals,

such as information about the interaction zone geometry

(µs)

Anomaly

Oil

900600550500

PD
250 kHz

HSC
20 kHz

Reference

time

13 samples

100× 100 px

Figure 2: Data and sampling rates of the PD and the HSC. Thereby,

reference and anomaly data are indicated by the green and red boxes;

the assignment of the PD and HSC data as chunks is given by the gray

boxes.

because the PD signals are spatially aggregated signals,

whereas the HSC images have a spatial resolution. More-

over, Figure 2 shows reference and anomaly data. On the left

side (green box), the process was welded under reference

conditions. On the right side (red box), oil was inserted

between the metal plates, leading to an anomaly. Inserting

the oil resulted in a difference in the amplitude in the PD

time series and in a slight difference in the interaction zone

geometry in the HSC images.

2.3 Data preprocessing

The grayscale HSC images were cropped to a size of

100 × 100 pixels and scaled to a value range of [0,1]. Then,

each HSC image was assigned to 13 PD samples, representing

a chunk. These chunks resulted from the sampling rates of

the sensors and are visualized in Figure 2 by the gray boxes.

Next, to each chunk a label, namely reference or anomaly,

was assigned. By such chunk-wise labeling, defect localiza-

tion along the welding path is possible, because different

locations on one metal plate pair have different labels. An

anomaly refers to those locations, where an abnormality

like a gap or spatters was introduced. Reference refers to the

locations, where neither an abnormality was provoked nor

visible in the recorded PD signals or HSC images. Accord-

ingly, Table 1 shows the number of chunks of the data set.

For the evaluation of the models, 5-fold cross-validation was

applied. Thereby, the training and test splits are based on

whole metal plate pairs. Such a split is closer to the pro-

duction scenario as algorithms are trained on data of some

workpieces and then applied to data of other ones. However,

a random split would lead to a more similar distribution

of the training and test data. Moreover, to have metal plate

pairs of each error case in each fold, a division of the data

into 5 folds is reasonable. The average number of training

chunks over the 5 folds is given byntrain, the average number

of test chunks by ntest, and both together as n. To teach

the models invariances and robustness properties, a data

augmentation on the HSC images including rotation and to

flipping was used. Accordingly, the average chunk number

with data augmentation is given by nDA.

Table 1: Number of chunks of the data set. Given are the average

numbers over the 5 folds of the cross-validation.

Label ntrain ntest n nDA

Reference 148 425 35 760 184 185 1 605 716

Anomaly 147 368 38 188 185 556 1 594 284

Total 295 793 73 948 369 741 3 200 000
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3 Quality monitoring approaches

Three different quality monitoring approaches, namely

single-sensor system (SSS), multi-sensor system (MSS), and

cascaded system (CS) are considered. In general, the

approaches map measurement values Xi to a quality-

relevant quantity Yi. Before the approaches are defined, the

formal definitions of the data are given:

Each out of n PD time series is defined as

XPD,i = (xi,1 xi,2 … xi,13),

where the first index i ∈ {1,… , n} indicates the chunk

number and the second index the sample number within

that chunk. The images of the HSC are defined as

XHSC,i =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

xi,1,1 xi,1,2 … xi,1,100

xi,2,1 xi,2,2 … xi,2,100

...
... ⋱

...

xi,100,1 xi,100,2 … xi,100,100

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

With the label Yi ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 indicates anomaly and 1

reference, the data set S consists of n = 369 741 (see Table 1)

triples according to

S = {(XPD,1,XHSC,1, Y1),… , (XPD,n,XHSC,n, Yn)}.

3.1 Single-sensor system

A SSS performs process monitoring based on data coming

from one sensor. For the PD and HSC data as input, the SSS

are defined by the functions

fSSS,PD:ℝ1×13 → {0, 1}:XPD,i ↦ Yi,

fSSS,HSC:ℝ100×100 → {0, 1}:XHSC,i ↦ Yi.

Figure 3 shows the two SSS: The one with PD signals as input

(left side) and the one with HSC images as input (right side).

f̂ SSS,PD

Features PD

Classification PD

f̂ SSS,HSC

Features HSC

Classification HSC

Figure 3: Two single-sensor systems (SSS). Left side: SSS with XPD,i as

input and f̂ SSS,PD as optimized prediction model. Right side: SSS with XHSC,i
as input and the optimized prediction model f̂ SSS,HSC.

Thereby, f̂ SSS,PD and f̂ SSS,HSC indicate optimized prediction

models. Each prediction model consists of two blocks: A

features block to extract the most important features and a

classification block to determine the weld quality. Concrete

algorithms for each block, namely DT and NN, are given in

Section 4.

3.2 Multi-sensor system

A MSS uses data from multiple sensors. A MSS consisting of

PD and HSC data as input is expressed by

fMSS:ℝ1×13 ×ℝ100×100 → {0, 1}:XPD,i × XHSC,i ↦ Yi.

Figure 4 shows a MSS with its prediction model f̂MSS. The

MSS consists of two feature blocks, namely one for each

sensor data, and one classification block, where the features

are fused and processed for prediction. Thereby, the classi-

fication block has the algorithm structure like the one of the

SSS,HSC. However, the difference is that the input dimension

changes because PD features are also processed.

3.3 Cascaded system

The advantage of MSS compared with SSS is a more holistic

quality assessment, however, the inference time of MSS is

greater. Therefore, the CS combines the advantages of both

systems. It offers the possibility to use multiple sensors as a

MSS. In contrast to MSS, not all data are analyzed to obtain

the weld quality; only selected ones. Figure 5 shows a two-

stage CS. Let p ∈ [0, 1] be the output of a classifier that pre-

dicts based on PD signals. For p < 0.5 the classifier chooses

anomaly; for p ≥ 0.5 reference. The closer p is to 0 or 1,

the more confident the classifier’s decision is considered.

Let r ∈ (0, 0.5) be a fixed threshold. A classifier’s decision is

certain if p < r or p > 1 − r. If the first condition is satisfied,

the classifier is certain for anomaly; if the second is satisfied,

f̂MSS

Features PD Features HSC

Classification HSC

Figure 4: Multi-sensor system (MSS). It has XPD,i and XHSC,i as input and

f̂MSS as prediction model.
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no

Classification HSC

f̂ CS

Features PD Features HSC

Classification PD

yes

Certain?

Figure 5: Cascaded system (CS). Depending on the certainty, which

results from p and r, it uses only XPD,i , or XPD,i and XHSC,i as input. The

prediction model is f̂ CS.

it is certain for reference. If the classifier is certain, its result

is accepted; if not, a final decision is made in a next step

based on the HSC data. Formally, the CS is expressed by

fCS:

{
fSSS,PD, if p < r or p > 1 − r

fSSS,HSC, otherwise.

4 Implementation details

The prediction models f̂ SSS,PD, f̂ SSS,HSC, f̂MSS, and f̂ CS intro-

duced in Section 3 were created by combining four blocks:

Features PD, Features HSC, Classification PD, and Classi-

fication HSC (see Figures 3–5). Building the approaches

with same blocks ensures a fair comparison. For each of

the four blocks, different algorithms were implemented.

Thereby, on one hand, blocks consist of classical machine

learning methods, namely feature engineering and deci-

sion trees (DT), and, on the other hand, of neural net-

works (NN). The algorithm structure of the blocks are given

in Tables 2 and 3. Thereby, one feature and classification

block form a configuration. In total, two DT- and four NN-

based configurations for each SSS,PD and SSS,HSC were

considered. The MSS and CS result from combining each

DT-configuration of Table 2 with each DT-configuration of

Table 3 resulting in 22 = 4 different DT-based MSS and CS.

Analogously, each NN-configuration of Table 2 was com-

bined with each NN-configuration of Table 3, resulting in

24 = 16 different NN-based MSS and CS. Consequently, in

total, 20 MSS and 20 CS were considered. The concrete algo-

rithms of each configuration are explained in the follow-

Table 2: Configurations processing PD signals. Each configuration

consists of a Features PD and a Classification PD block. The DT-based

configurations are explained in Section 4.1 and the NN-based in

Section 4.2.

Configuration Features PD Classification PD

DT1 Manual stat. d = 8, s= 200

DT2 tsfresh [49] d = 8, s= 200

CNN1 C2
6-C2

7-C2
8-C2

6 F-D26-P-D24-P-D23-P-D1

CNN2 [47] C2
3-C2

4-C2
4-C2

3 F-D24-P-D23-P-D22-P-D1

CNN3 C5-C5-C5 F-D1

MLP – D5-D5-D5-D1

ing. Thereby, hyperparameter optimization, namely a grid

search, and feature selection was conducted on the training

data.

4.1 Feature engineering and decision trees

In the following, configurations DT1–DT4 from Tables 2

and 3 are explained. Features from the PD signals were

extracted in two different ways: manually and automated

with the python toolbox tsfresh [49]. For the manual feature

extraction seven statistical (stat.) features were calculated

on every of the 13 samples in a chunk of the PD data. The

seven features were: mean, standard deviation, maximum,

minimum, distance between maximum and minimum, kur-

tosis, and skewness. To not have overlooked any important

information, also an automated feature extraction using the

python toolbox tsfresh was used. The toolbox automatically

calculates 794 time series features.

From each HSC image, the following statistical and

geometrical (geo.) features were manually selected: Firstly,

the seven statistical features as calculated on the PD signal

Table 3: Configurations processing HSC images. Each configuration

consists of a Features HSC and a Classification HSC block. The DT-based

configurations are explained in Section 4.1 and the NN-based in

Section 4.2.

Configuration Features HSC Classification HSC

DT3 Manual stat.+geo. d = 16, s= 200

DT4 Manual stat.+geo. d = 32, s= 2000

MN [47] MobileNet [50]a F-D28-P-D28-P-D27-P-D1

IV3 Inception-v3 [38]a F-D28-P-D28-P-D27-P-D1

RN50 ResNet50 [48]a F-D28-P-D28-P-D27-P-D1

CNN4 C2
5-C2

6-C2
7-C2

6 F-D26-P-D25-P-D24-P-D1

aOnly part before dense layers.
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chunks were calculated for each HSC image as well as the

median. Secondly, depending on a threshold h ∈ [0, 255],

eleven geometrical features were calculated. Therefore, a

binary mask image with the same dimension as the HSC

images was calculated for every HSC image. The mask has

the value 1 at those locations where the pixel values in the

HSC image are greater than h or equal, and 0 where the HSC

image pixel values are smaller. Depending on h, the binary

mask has information about for example the keyhole size,

the keyhole shape, or spatters. Based on the binary mask, the

following eleven features were extracted: area, number of

regions, area of the biggest region, ratio of area of the biggest

region and area, convex hull, ratio of area and convex hull,

circumference, ratio of circumference and area, area of a

fitted ellipse, length of the ellipse and width of the ellipse.

Fifteen different empirical thresholds h were considered.

This results in 11 · 15 = 165 geometrical features per image.

Together with the eight statistical features, a total of 173

features of each HSC image were considered.

After feature extraction, classification was done

with DT. The DT were implemented with the library

scikit-learn [51]. The library uses an optimized version of

the CART algorithm. To measure the quality of a split, the

Gini impurity was used as criterion. A grid search to find

good hyperparameters, namely the maximum depth of

the tree d and the minimum number of chunks required

to split an internal node s, was performed. The specific

values of the hyperparameters d and s can be taken from

Tables 2 and 3. To obtain the most relevant features, the

importance of each feature based on the Gini importance

was calculated. Reducing to the most important features

highly decreases the time to build the tree. Only those

features were selected to build the final DT that were at

least under the ten most relevant features in one of the

trees of the 5-fold cross-validation.

4.2 Neural networks

In the following, all other configurations from Tables 2

and 3, namely CNN1–CNN4, MLP, MN, IV3, and RN50, are

described. All consist of different NN. Thereby, the blocks

Features PD and Features HSC consist of convolution lay-

ers whereas the blocks Classification PD and HSC consist

of dense layers. The concrete architectures are given in

Tables 2 and 3.

The Feature PD blocks of CNN1–CNN3 consist of C1k.

C1k describes a 1D-convolution layer with a filter size of

1 × 3 followed by batch normalization, and a ReLU as acti-

vation function. k ∈ ℕ indicates the number of filters. 1D-

convolutions were used on the PD time series because the

input is 1-dimensional. CNN4 consists of C2k. C2k describes

a 2D-convolution layer with a filter size of 3 × 3 followed by

batch normalization, max pooling, and a ReLU as activation

function. MN, IV3, and RN50 use the convolution part of the

existing architectures MobileNet [50], Inception-v3 [38], and

ResNet50 [48], respectively.

Regarding the classification blocks, F describes a flat-

ten layer. Dl describes a dense layer with l ∈ ℕ neurons.

Thereby, a ReLU activation function is used if l ≠ 1 and a

Sigmoid activation function if l = 1. P describes a dropout

layer with a dropout rate of 0.5.

During training of the NN, the binary cross-entropy was

used as loss function. An Adam optimizer with a learning

rate lr = 5 · 10−5 and the regularizers 𝛽1 = 0.9 and 𝛽2 = 0.99

was used. The NN were trained with a batch size of 32 with

1000 steps per epoch for 100 epochs and with the same seed

for better performance comparison. All NN were initialized

with random weights. Additionally, 5-fold cross-validation

was used to obtain the final results. The NN were imple-

mented in Python using Keras [52] and Tensorflow [53]. The

training processes ran on an NVIDIA A40 GPU card. In total

120 NN were trained (taking into account the 5-fold cross-

validation so 24 NN in each fold): 20 f̂ SSS,PD with a training

time of 3–6 min each, 20 f̂ SSS,HSC and 80 f̂MSS with a training

time of 2–4 h each.

4.3 Certainty of the cascaded system

Besides the four blocks Features PD, Features HSC, Classifi-

cation PD and Classification PD, the CS consists of a request

if the PD classification result is certain or not (see Figure 5).

For the 16 CS consisting of NN, the output of the NN before

binarization is used. This output is a value between 0 and 1

because of the binary classification. Model calibration is not

necessary, as a certainty ranking of the chunks is sufficient.

However, if interpretable r and p values as probabilities

are needed, model calibration like plat scaling or isotonic

regression would be necessary. For the 4 CS consisting of

DT-based methods, the certainty is given by the fraction of

the chunk belonging to the same class in a leaf. For example,

if all chunks in a leaf belong to anomaly or reference, the

certainty is considered as 0 or 1, respectively. If half of the

chunks in a leaf belong to reference and the other half to

anomaly, then the certainty value for the chunks in that leaf

would be 0.5.

4.4 Inference time

The quality monitoring approaches are compared with

respect to the accuracy and the inference time. In [47] the

number of parameters is used to estimate the inference

time. However, only NN have been considered. The present
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paper deals with different types of algorithms, namely fea-

ture calculations, DT and NN, so that parameter comparison

is not feasible. Therefore, the inference time on the same

hardware, a CPU (AMD EPYC 7543 32-core processor), is

used. Thereby, the mean inference time per chunk of the

test chunks was calculated. The mean evaluation time is

used for the following reason: In production, the cyclic time

determines the evaluation time to remain real-time capable.

If the evaluation time is limited to the cyclic time for each

element, there probably are elements with shorter evalu-

ation times and elements with longer evaluation because

of the cascaded structure of the CS. A shorter evaluation

means that there is time when no evaluation takes place.

Longer evaluation needs to be interrupted when the cyclic

time is reached. In contrast, if evaluation takes place with

an offset time to after the welding process, then the mean

evaluation time per element over the time to must be shorter

than the cyclic time. The advantage is that evaluation times

shorter than the cyclic time of one element allow longer

evaluation times for other elements. It must be mentioned

that the implementation of the algorithms is not optimized

yet, and the inference times are considered as a rough

indication.

5 Results and discussion

Figure 6 shows the results of the different approaches.

Thereby, the accuracy is shown over the inference time. The

accuracy is given in % on a linear scale, while the inference

time is given in ms on a logarithmic scale. In the graph,

yellow symbols represent SSS,PD, red symbols SSS,HSC, and

blue symbols MSS. Gray lines indicate the performances of

CS depending on the threshold r. Thereby, the threshold r

was changed in steps of 0.005. Each black symbol lies on one

of the lines and indicates the CS with the highest accuracy.

While the color of a symbol characterizes the approach, the

symbol’s shape stands for the configuration (see Tables 2

and 3). The MSS and CS symbols (blue and black) consist

of two parts: an inner and outer symbol. The inner symbol

indicates the Features PD and Classification PD block. The

outer symbol indicates the Features HSC and Classification

HSC blocks (see Figures 4 and 5). As shown in Figure 4, the

MSS does not consist of a Classification PD block. Therefore,

for MSS, the inner symbol refers only to the Features PD

block. The exact values of the accuracy and the inference

time are given in Table 4. Additionally, Table 4 includes

precision, recall, and F1-score with standard deviations.
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Figure 6: Performance of the approaches and their configurations with respect to the accuracy and the inference time. The four approaches are

marked by the four colors: yellow, red, blue and black. The configurations are marked by the symbols. The configurations of SSS,PD and SSS,HSC (see

Tables 2 and 3) are written next to the corresponding symbol. The symbols of the MSS and the CS result from combining the SSS-configurations. All

symbols with their corresponding configurations can also be seen in Table 4. The gray lines indicate the performance of the CS depending on the

threshold r, where the CS-symbols indicate the maximum value on each line.
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Table 4: Results of each configuration of each approach with 5-fold cross-validation including accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and inference time.

Thereby, of each approach, the maximal accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score as well as the minimal inference time are marked in bold. The best

DT-configurations of each approach are marked in gray bold and the best NN-configurations in black bold. For the accuracy, precision, recall, and

F1-score the standard deviation is also given. The entries of the CS result from where the accuracy of each CS-configuration has its maximum.

Approach Configuration Symbol Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) Inference time (ms)

SSS,PD DT1 89.27 ± ± ± 2.33 .

DT2 . ± ± ± ± . 1.301

CNN1 . ± ± . 94.02 ± 2.11 . ± . 0.700

CNN2 [42] 87.89 ± ± ± ±

CNN3 88.93 ± ± ± ±

MLP 85.98 ± ± 4.01 . ± . 87.12 ± 2.49 .

SSS,HSC DT3 . ± ± ± ± . 3.092

DT4 92.92 ± ± ± ± 0.89 .

MN [42] 95.02 ±

2.12 85.79

. .

. .

2.73 84.01

1.82 85.38

2.42 80.56

. .

1.85 94.97

2.33 93.52 ± ± ±

IV3 95.66 ± 2.37 . ± . 94.92 ± ±

RN50 . ± . 95.13 ± 3.36 . ± ± . 28.491

CNN4 93.84 ± ± ± ± 2.96 .

+DT3 . ± ± ± ± . 3.922

DT1+DT4 94.07 ± ± ± ± 1.07 .

DT2+DT3 94.98 ± ± ± ±

DT2+DT4 94.07 ± ± ± ±

CNN1+MN 96.22 ± ± ± ±

CNN1+ IV3 96.04 ± 2.86 . ± . 94.73 ± ±

CNN1+RN50 . ± . 95.15 ± 2.89 . ± ± . 27.788

CNN1+CNN4 96.01 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+MN [42] 96.36 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+ IV3 96.65 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+RN50 96.75 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+CNN4 95.69 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+MN 96.40 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+ IV3 96.19 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+RN50 96.58 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+CNN4 95.19 ± ± ± ±

MLP+MN 95.71 ± ± ± ±

MLP+IV3 96.48 ± ± ± ±

MLP+RN50 95.64 ± ± ± ±

MLP+CNN4 94.62 ± ± ± ± 2.38 .

MSS DT1

CS DT1+DT3 . ± . 92.64 ± ± 0.21 . ± . 2.791

DT1+DT4 93.78 ± ± ± ± 1.44 .

DT2+DT3 94.40 ± 1.39 . ± . 96.58 ± ±

DT2+DT4 93.80 ± ± 2.62 . ± . 94.04 ±

CNN1+MN 95.37 ± ± ± ±

CNN1+ IV3 95.84 ± ± ± ±

CNN1+RN50 . ± . 95.50 ± ± 1.13 . ± . 19.026

CNN1+CNN4 94.46 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+MN [42] 95.28 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+ IV3 95.70 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+RN50 96.55 ± ± ± ±

CNN2+CNN4 94.31 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+MN 95.21 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+ IV3 95.90 ± ± ± ±

CNN3+RN50 96.55 ± ± 3.29 . ± . 96.67 ±

CNN3+CNN4 94.23 ± ± ± ± 2.45 .

MLP+MN 95.14 ± ± ± ±

MLP+ IV3 95.70 ± 2.30 . ± . 95.16 ± ±

MLP+RN50 96.59 ± ± ± ±

MLP+CNN4 94.05 ±

±

3.11 91.41

. .

1.10 92.77

1.08 93.12

1.07 92.77

2.29 95.57

1.60 95.40

1.85 96.44

1.14 97.34

1.42 96.49

2.06 96.06

1.34 95.96

2.82 95.98

1.33 96.21

2.86 94.43

2.27 94.70

1.91 96.38

1.34 94.60

2.81 92.20

1.55 90.93

1.40 90.77

2.12 93.92

1.97 95.97

2.52 92.03

1.97 94.18

2.39 96.50

2.30 95.21

2.77 92.52

2.16 93.40

1.73 95.75

2.22 95.15

2.61 91.40

2.14 93.72

2.10 95.29

2.87 91.54 ±

4.60 94.19

. .

5.97 94.34

3.45 93.90

.5 .

1.39 93.52

4.00 97.05

3.51 96.91

.7 .

1.69 95.63

1.88 97.24

1.73 95.64

3.17 97.13

1.20 96.89

2.24 96.41

1.64 96.03

2.37 97.21

1.69 95.39

2.39 97.08

3.74 96.59

2.35 97.19

4.19 96.34

2.98 97.10

1.92 96.78

2.87 96.98

4.72 98.05

2.40 96.65

2.85 97.38

3.60 97.27

0.57 95.77

3.22 98.13

3.10 97.47

3.45 96.75

0.91 94.96

3.40 98.20

3.08 96.53

3.64 97.55

0.76 96.16

3.09 97.78

3.66 97.05

3.05 98.17

3.24 97.19 ±

0.68 89.72

.4 .

3.91 88.63

1.66 89.40

.0 .

1.87 94.51

5.72 95.21

1.16 95.68

.3 .

0.96 94.07

.3 .

0.58 94.17

0.18 95.12

0.68 94.17

1.54 96.33

5.11 96.04

.4 .

1.93 96.14

1.66 96.42

2.33 96.65

1.30 96.83

2.94 95.71

0.74 96.50

2.05 96.27

1.87 96.67

1.31 95.35

1.67 95.87

2.34 96.57

1.75 95.73

1.75 94.95

0.32 94.02

0.23 94.56

0.95 95.53

4.61 95.80

1.77 94.66

1.53 95.41

5.75 95.61

1.17 96.66

2.70 94.47

0.86 95.39

4.33 95.89

1.77 94.47

0.96 95.31

5.24 95.63

1.17 96.69

2.18 94.28 ±

2.50 0.590

2.16 0.549

2.15 5.893

2.70 13.509

0.95 4.393

1.04 4.382

2.21 6.639

2.84 14.031

1.40 2.872

1.83 6.225

1.13 13.749

1.31 27.772

2.80 3.404

1.19 6.244

2.80 13.631

1.21 28.116

2.72 2.717

2.11 6.479

1.83 13.494

1.27 28.112

1.20 3.314

1.32 2.141

1.97 4.050

2.20 7.457

2.40 1.835

1.84 3.976

2.73 9.394

2.22 19.278

2.69 2.045

1.98 3.960

1.92 7.751

2.14 20.022

1.96 4.470

2.58 9.549

2.03 19.864

2.73 2.013
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5.1 Single-sensor systems photodiode

Among the SSS,PD-configurations, CNN1 has the highest

accuracy of 89.84 %, whereas MLP has the lowest of 85.98 %.

As explained, the input of SSS,PD only consists of 13 samples.

For that few data, CNN1, consisting of a NN with 229 281

parameters, is big. Since only 13 samples are processed, it

could be expected that small NN like MLP with 136 param-

eters would perform accordingly. However, it seems like,

complex architectures are beneficial for low-dimensional

input data. Out of the NN-SSS, PD-configurations, CNN1 leads

to the highest inference time of 0.700 ms and MLP to the

lowest of 0.456 ms.

Among the DT-based configurations, DT2, which

included automated feature extraction, performs 0.48 %

better than DT1, which manually extracted seven features.

Because of the slight difference, both systems are

competitive. However, since in DT2 more features were

extracted, the inference time increases by 0.542 ms.

Comparing the NN- and DT-based SSS,PD-

configurations, the best DT-configuration DT2 performs

by only 0.09 % worse than the best NN-configuration

CNN1. Moreover, DT1 and DT2 perform better than CNN2,

CNN3 and MLP with respect to the accuracy. Therefore,

we conclude that DT-based methods are competitive with

deep-learning-based methods. Deep NN are able to classify

without process knowledge. However, classification results

of NN are hardly interpretable. In contrast, DT-based

methods invest in feature engineering where process

knowledge is useful. Therefore, classification results

from DT are easier to interpret and additional process

information could be found.

5.2 Single-sensor systems high-speed
camera

Comparing SSS,HSC with SSS,PD, all SSS,HSC lead to higher

accuracies. The reason is that SSS,HSC analyze images that

have more information than 13 samples used in SSS,PD.

By looking at the SSS,PD symbols (yellow) and the SSS,HSC

symbols (red) in Figure 6, the trade-off between accuracy

and inference time is visible: On one hand, all SSS,PD have

lower inference times; on the other hand, all SSS,HSC have

higher accuracies.

Among the NN-based SSS,HSC, RN50 achieves the high-

est accuracy of 96.50 %. In general, the accuracy of the

NN-based configurations increases when the model size

increases as well: From CNN4 to MN to IV3 to RN50. How-

ever, since RN50 is the largest model with 32 075 393 param-

eters, the inference time also is the highest with 28.491 ms.

The DT-based SSS,HSC perform at the lower end regarding

the accuracy. However, especially DT3 with an accuracy of

93.76 % is competitive with CNN4.

5.3 Multi-sensor systems

MSS mostly result in higher accuracies than the correspond-

ing SSS,HSC. This might lead to the conclusion, that some

information in the PD signals is not in the HSC images.

On closer inspection, however, the higher the accuracy of

the SSS,HSC is, the lower the benefit when using the PD

signals additionally. As the benefit of the MSS for complex

algorithms is small, we conclude that the main information

of the PD signals is included in the HSC images and can be

found by using complex processing algorithms. However,

when having limited inference times, our results show that

the use of both sensors is reasonable.

5.4 Cascaded systems

Every CS is able to outperform its corresponding SSS,HSC

with respect to accuracy and inference time (see the red

and black symbols and gray lines in Figure 6). By com-

bining two SSS in the proposed cascaded way, it could be

that every chunk SSS,PD classifies correctly, SSS,HSC also

classifies correctly. The difference would be that SSS,HSC

also correctly classifies chunks that SSS,PD cannot. However,

this is not the case: Since the accuracies of the CS increase

compared with SSS,HSC, SSS,PD sometimes performs better

than SSS,HSC. The proposed CS can exploit this effect. There-

fore, we conclude that the CS can reduce the inference time

with the same or even increased accuracy compared to the

corresponding SSS,HSC.

With the help of Figure 6, depending on the conditions

of the production process, a suitable system can be chosen. If

the inference time cannot be longer than 1 ms, the optimal

solution out of all systems would be the CS that combines

CNN3 and CNN4 with an accuracy of 92.92 %. This optimal

solution can only be seen in Figure 6: It is where the vertical

line at an inference time of 1 ms crosses the highest gray

line of a CS. Consequently, the evaluations in the second

stage so the evaluations of the HSC images of the CS are

reduced. Therefore, by a suitable choice of r, our proposed

CS leads to the best performance for a given inference time.

Analogously, if the inference time is limited to 2 ms, suitable

solutions would be the CS that combines CNN1 and MN with

an accuracy of 94.40 % or the CS that combines CNN1 and

CNN4 with an accuracy of 94.44 %.

The sampling rates of the sensors are shorter than the

inference times. This is because the algorithms and the

hardware are not optimized yet. Additionally, the input data

could be preprocessed more efficiently. For example, several
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HSC images could be aggregated into one. Classification then

could be performed based on the aggregated image. On one

hand, this has the advantage of shorter evaluation times

and, on the other hand, a larger neighborhood is considered.

The latter is useful since weld defects are sometimes visible

in several consecutive images.

In general, CS are worthwhile, especially for short

inference times. For longer inference times MSS outper-

form. However, from a hardware perspective, CS could

be performed on two separate configurations at each sen-

sor where only one bit has to be exchanged between

the two configurations, indicating if the SSS,PD is sure or

not. In contrast, when performing MSS, all data have to

be transferred to a common hardware to process them

together.

5.5 Friedman and Nemenyi test

To compare the performance of the different SSS,PD and

SSS,HSC models, a Friedman test with a significance level of

0.05 was performed. The Friedman test shows that there is a

significant difference between the SSS,PD and SSS,HSC mod-

els, respectively. Therefore, in a next step, a Nemenyi test

with the same significance level as the Friedman test was

performed. This led to the result that for the SSS,PD models

there is a significant difference between configuration MLP

and CNN1. For the SSS,HSC models, there is a significant

difference between DT4 and IV3, DT4 and RN50, and DT3 and

RN50.

6 Summary and outlook

A confidence-based cascaded system (CS) as a quality

monitoring approach for a laser welding process is pre-

sented. The key idea of the CS is that not all data are

analyzed to obtain the quality weld, but only selected

ones. The CS is compared with state-of-the-art quality

monitoring approaches, namely single-sensor systems (SSS)

and multi-sensor systems (MSS). For every approach, var-

ious algorithms consisting of feature engineering and

decision trees (DT) or neural networks (NN) only are com-

pared in terms of the accuracy and the inference time since

fast but still precise quality monitoring is needed in today’s

quality monitoring of welds. Thereby, all CS are able to

outperform SSS in terms of accuracy and inference time.

Depending on the conditions of a production process an

optimal CS can be chosen. Thereby, especially for short infer-

ence times the CS is the best choice among the approaches.

Regarding the algorithms, classical machine learning using

feature engineering and DT results in competitive results to

NN. Thereby, results coming from classical machine learn-

ing are easier to interpret but can lead to time investment

in feature engineering. Moreover, compared to MSS, the

presented CS has the advantage, that data of different sen-

sors do not have to be transferred to common hardware.

However, when transferred to common hardware, the MSS

could be executed in parallel, while the CS must be executed

sequentially.

Further work can deal with a general cascaded sys-

tem [47] for quality monitoring, which arbitrarily combines

any sensors, to obtain a quality assessment. As multi-modal

systems work well under information fusion, additional

non-optical sensors like acoustical sensors could be added.

Moreover, further optical sensors like microscopy could be

used after the welding process. While PD and HSC provide

information during the welding process like about the key-

hole and the molten metal, microscopy images of the solid-

ified weld seam could be used additionally. Furthermore,

to improve the CS, classifiers in lower stages could only be

trained on the subset of data that are not already confidently

classified by the higher stages. However, this would require

to train a new classifier for each r value. Additionally, sen-

sors could deliver conflicting data. Therefore, it would be

interesting to analyze what proportion of the error rate of a

CS is due to an incorrect and overconfident decision of the

first stage, meaning the second stage would have corrected

that misclassification, and what proportion is also misclas-

sified by the second stage. Moreover, the quality monitoring

approaches can be extended to distinguish not only between

anomaly and reference but also between different anoma-

lies.
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